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John F. Kennedy and the energy transition
Insights from the GREENPEG project meeting held at New Ross, Ireland
By Julian Menuge (UCD) & Wolfgang Reimer (GKZ)
Leinster test site is situated in the Counties of Carlow,
Wexford and Wicklow, SE of Ireland and New Ross is
the next largest city. It is located on the banks of the
Barrow, berth of the Dunbrody Ship, a full-scale
replica of the original 19th century vessel. New Ross
was one of the ports where thousands of Irish people
set out for America during the Great Famine in
Ireland. The small town of Dunganstown, six
kilometers south of New Ross, is the Irish ancestral
home of the Kennedy family, from where a Patrick
Kennedy left his country in 1848. 115 years later, his
great-grandson John F. Kennedy returns as
President of the United States of America back as a
visitor. To commemorate this return, the residents
put a memorial to their most famous son. A memorial
around which the GREENPEG consortium gathered

for a group photo in September 2021. A combined
Progress and Think Tank GREENPEG meeting was held
at the Brandon House Hotel from 18th-21st October, 2021.
This was the largest yet GREENPEG meeting, with nearly
40 registered. Apart from the essential formal sessions,
great progress was made through informal meetings of
GREENPEG members, many of whom had never met face
to face. These meetings were encouraged by a day at
pegmatite field localities and the Blackstairs Lithium
core store, dinner at Mary Barry’s Seafood Bar and a
walk to the historic centre of New Ross. The town is an
ancient trading port, from which many were forced to
emigrate during the Great Famine of the 1840s. By the
end of the meeting, it was clear how much GREENPEG
had achieved in its first 18 months, in spite of the
challenges from Covid - 19, with much planning also
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done for the coming year. Despite the limitations due
to Corona pandemic, exploration work at Wolfsberg
continuously advances: In February 2021, an infill
drilling campaign started, and more than 8.000 m of
core will be drilled. This drilling operation as well as
all other exploration work will be performed in
accordance to the JORC code to ensure a high quality
and transparent exploration results. This provides
more and advanced data to be used for GREENPEG
investigations. First field work under GREENPEG was
carried out by Axel Müller and Wiliam Kyserfrom from
Natural History Museum (University of Oslo) on the
“halo – effect” of the lithium pegmatite mineralisation.
In addition, quartz samples have been taken from drill
cores and the underground mine.
In the winter season 2020/2021 Freiburg based
GREENPEG Partner terratec GmbH carried out the
geophysical borehole measurements at site. The
borehole logging allows the geophysical-geochemical
characterisation of the host rocks, the halos of the
pegmatite ore bodies and finally the pegmatite bodies
to facilitate the identification of the pegmatites in the
future. This work supports to investigate the
geophysical fingerprint of a LCT-pegmatite hosted in
amphibolite and mica schist which comprises the ore
deposit geology at Wolfsberg. The measurements were
taken at 6 historical boreholes with a depth between
20 to 290 m. A total of seven different state of the art
probes were deployed into the boreholes using a
winch. As result 16 physical-chemical rock
parameters were determined which support the ore
deposits modelling.

Photos: Left: Traffic sign written in Gaelic and English welcoming visitors at the Dublin Airport with a warning e-mobility will make superfluous.
Right: Pegmatite boulders in the area of Aclare House, displaying large greyish-white Spodumene crystals. Upper right: Mirroring the venue and participants at New Ross,
Cover Page: Group Photo at New Ross Kennedy memorial. (Photos: Wolfgang Reimer, GKZ)

Barrow River with Dunbrody vessel; Irish pubs in the old city centre of New Ross, Studying drill cores at the core shed of Blackstairs Lithium Ltd.; view to Leinster Mountain; Huntington Castle, Clonegal,
County Carlow; the GREENPEG research team on top of the pegmatite at the Blackstairs Lithium exploration site (commercial forestry, previously fields)); split drill core showing a section of spodumene
enriched pegmatite. All photos: Wolfgang Reimer, GKZ
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A year in lithium
We started 2021, as we started 2020, with great
excitement. As with 2020, the year didn’t turn out quite
how we expected. But for wildly differing reasons.
In January 2020 we were really excited about the
outlook for the lithium market. EV sales were picking
up, and it looked sustainable this time, with EU carbon
legislation likely to force EU OEMs to sell more EVs. The
shipments/inventory ratio for hard rock lithium
producers had showed signs of bottoming out and I
was expecting a point of inflection for lithium prices
round about mid-year. Then came Covid-19.
For the first few weeks, it looked like the world was
going to fall in. But then the EU electric vehicle stimulus
came. And, since then, the lithium industry hasn’t
looked back. The trough for lithium prices was the third
quarter of 2020. Over the rest of 2020 we saw signs that
the market was firming up. Traders were indicating
that lithium inventories were drying up and we saw the
first upward moves in prices.
By comparison, 2021 has been a WILD ride.
Chinese spodumene concentrate prices ended 2020 at
US$405/t on a CFR basis. Depending on which pricing
agency you use, they are now US$2,340/t (as of 14
December).
Chinese spot lithium carbonate prices were US$7,900/t
for 99.5% on a delivered basis at the end of 2020. They
are now US$35,500/t (14 December 2021). Spot
hydroxide prices have had a similar move.
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Spot vs Contract – what’s the real price?
A recurring theme in the lithium industry in 2021 has
been the difference between the Chinese spot price
and the longer-term contract pricing level. Spot prices
have gone off like a scalded cat. Contract prices, by
their nature, have remained constant, but are expected
to see a substantial rise at the end of the calendar year.
Many people looking into the industry from outside ask
how much of lithium is supplied at spot and how much
is contract. The answer is – we don’t know but, as
prices rise, the nature of contracts is changing. As we
saw in the iron ore market in the 2000s, annual pricing
contracts are being converted to market-linked
quarterly contracts. They’re converging over time.
That’s a big change.
Not enough investment in supply
We’re in this situation now because of a
supply/demand imbalance. Since prices peaked in
2018 there’s been a shortage of capital coming into the
space. While we’ve seen US$7bn raised in the lithium
sector so far this year, it’s not enough. And the reason
it’s not enough is that the EV and battery industries are
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It´s not enough is that the EV and battery industries are gap between supply and demand, we think that they’ll
capital unconstrained, and they’re raising funds at increase further into 2022…
NINE TIMES the rate that the mining industry is raising
funds. That’s helping to extend the supply/demand
imbalance and make it structural. The key question we
get is what’s next for lithium prices? Given the forecast

Target group:
Journalists
Reflections of GREENPEG first
Focus Group Meeting at Wolfsberg
by Wolfgang Reimer, (GKZ)
Focus Group Meetings (FGM) are an essential tool to
familiarise end users and other stakeholders with the
research and socio-economic environment of the
consortium. This includes also measures of raising
raw material awareness of locals in the respective
region. GREENPEG envisages three FGM over the
project life time to be conducted at GREENPEG
investigation and test sites.
One of the most promising Lithium mining
developments in Europe is taking place on the Koralpe
near Wolfsberg in Austria: Lithium mineral spodumene
hosted by pegmatites which - once mined will be
processed at site - can one day serve a significant
share of the needs of European battery factories. The
first of three GREENPEG Focus Group Meetings took
place here with a tour and a themed workshop at
GREENPEG partner European Lithium Ltd. in Wolfsberg,
Science journalists and media were focused to
address the aim and objectives of GREENPEG with a
guided tour underground, lectures and a profound
discussion of todays´ global challenges in raw
materials securing for the energy transition, future
technologies and unlocking domestic mineral wealth.
And it explained in a very practical manner the
objectives of GREENPEG with the development of the
smart exploration tools,
In the end it was a ping-pong of questions and answers
also concerning raw material awareness and the
public acceptance of mining in the context of regional
value chains, the balance of interests and global
socio-economic challenges which are connected to
the Wolfsberg Lithium project. Both sides rated the
meeting as a great benefit and the cooperation is to be
expanded in the future with the participation of other
stakeholders. Photos: Right: Investigating, listening and
recording. Downeft: Group photo at the exploration mines´
entrance. All photos: Wolfgang Reimer, GKZ

Social context of exploration – observations made in Norway
by Kate Taylor Smith (UniEXE)
Work package 6 of the GREENPEG project is focused on
assessment and best practice in environmental, social
and safety impacts for mineral exploration, particularly
GREENPEG inventions. Low impact exploration requires
an understanding of environmental and social impacts
of exploration techniques and minimising of any
negative impacts. In September 2021, after many
months of travel restrictions, I was delighted to be able
to travel to Hamarøy in the county of Nordland in
northern Norway to carry out interviews with
community leaders, business owners and residents in
an area around where geological and geophysical
exploration techniques are being tested within the
GREENPEG project. The purpose of these interviews

The Hamarøy area, north of the Arctic Circle, is
dominated by steep mountains and our fieldwork area
was alongside the deep fjord of Tysfjorden /
Divtasvuodna. Bare rock with little till cover is found
on higher slopes of the area, whereas the lower valley
slopes have thick till cover and woodlands of pine,
birch and aspen. There are several nature reserves in
the region, mainly protected coastal woodland
ecosystems. Although there is soil cover on the
demonstration sites, but the pegmatites are well
exposed. The local people mainly have Sámi and
Norwegian heritage, with people of both backgrounds
integrated in most aspects of community, economic
and political life. This results in a very rich cultural
landscape with two main official languages, different
traditions, views of the environment and both sepa-

the town of Drag / Ájluokta owing to the location of
pegmatite bodies in the area. Drag and its
surroundings have a long history of mining, with small
quarry-like pits where feldspar and high-purity quartz
have been extracted. Pegmatites in this area were first
mined in 1906 in the Hundholmen pegmatite and in
Drag in 1907, continuing in Tysfjord and Hamarøy until
1970. Porcelain-grade K-feldspar, quartz and fluorite
were the main minerals of interest. Mining resumed for
high-purity quartz in 1996 at Nedre Øyvollen and at
Jennyhaugen for gravel production in 2006.
Now the extractive industry and raw materials focus of
the area is the large mineral processing plant owned
by The Quartz Corp. The Quartz Corp specialises in high
purity quartz mining and processing, with most mining
activity taking place in the USA. They also hold mining

Looking towards the inner fjord area where there is summer grazing for reindeer (Photo: Kate Smith)

was to learn about: communities and ways of life in the
area; history, importance and perception of extractive
industries (including exploration, mining, processing)
in the region; any social impacts of present-day
exploration and past mining; and any companycommunity relationship best practice examples from,
or issues with, large companies in the area.

rate and integrated histories and political experiences.
So far north in Norway there is just a short distance of
around 30 - 50 km from the Norwegian Sea coast to
the border with Sweden, and there are strong cultural
and broad family links, especially within the Sámi
community, across mountain passes, between Norway
and Sweden. I focused primarily on the area around

permits for some mines in northern Norway, but
mining is very limited in this area; the most recent
blasting near Drag took place two years ago, and when
rock from the Norwegian pegmatites is needed for The
Quartz Corp processing purposes it is possible, at the
moment, for the company to use rock that has
previously been extracted and is stored in their mines.

The other major economic sector in the region is fish
farming. Some small amount of reindeer herding (3
families), fishing of wild fish stocks and some tourismrelated businesses are also active in the area.
So far GREENPEG fieldwork has been carried out in
Hamarøy near Drag by project geologists and
geophysicists, both on the ground and through
airborne surveys. For the airborne survey no special
permits are legally required since there are no
protected areas such as national parks and flying at
low altitude is permitted. Fieldwork both on the ground
and in the air relies on a close and good dialogue with
the local community and with the authorities, but
especially with the local people.
During the 2021 WP6 fieldwork in Norway interviews
were carried out in and near Drag to understand more
about the local community, to determine if there are
any social impacts from exploration in the area
(particularly the actions of GREENPEG), the broader
historical, economic and social context of extractive
industry in the area, and to learn from any best practice
strategies employed by major industries in the area
regarding developing good relationships with the local
community. 13.5 hours of interviews with 16 people As part of my visit, I was also kindly given a tour of the nies are common to anywhere in Europe, for
were recorded, alongside notes from briefer mineral and mining exhibit at Tysfjord ASVO, with companies that may originate outside the area, or
conversations with other members of the community. interesting photographs of the old mine and mineral require workforce from elsewhere, there are particular
Interviews illustrated that the extractive industries processing, sample minerals on display and challenges in this rural area north of the Arctic Circle.
have been important to the local economy and heritage accompanied on a walk to one of the old mine sites These include the availability of housing and school
for the last 100 years and mining and mineral named after a Sámi reindeer herder who had camped places for families moving to the area, differences in
processing has been key to livelihoods for many there in the past. More information about the old mines facilities and leisure opportunities in small
families. Wind farms, fish farming and summer house and about Sami culture and handicrafts can be found communities compared to big towns, and language
learning for foreign employees. Attracting skilled
developments are somewhat controversial in the area. on: https://www.tysfjordasvo.no/utstillinger/
As
well
as
looking
at
social
impacts
of
exploration
I
also
employees from elsewhere to these northern rural
Multiple conversations highlighted that free, prior and
sought
to
learn
about
examples
of
best
practice
for
communities can be difficult, but these companies can
informed consent is, of course, an important principle
to apply for all developments and activities, and community relations from major companies in the area. also help provide employment opportunities for local
particularly should be applied by extractive industry Although some of the challenges facing large compa- people, thus helping to combat rural depopulation.
related actors, even during exploration and research
activities. It is very important to the community that
they are involved in communications and discussions
about activities at the earliest possible opportunity.
No negative impact has been noted associated with
GREENPEG exploration research activities, including
helicopter surveys that have occurred so far, although
some concern exists about whether there is potential
for airborne surveys to impact reindeer or moose, and
thus collaboration with the reindeer herding and
hunting communities is important, regarding timing
and locations of such exploration activities.
The Árran Julesámi Center (https://arran.no/) in Drag is
a key institution for the local community, aiming to
secure, develop and continue Lule Sámi culture,
language and community life. There is an international
research project that took place from 2013-2017,
involving people working at Árran Julesámi Center
called ‘Indigenous people and resource extraction in
the Arctic: evaluating ethical guidelines’:
https://arran.no/evaluating-ethical-guidelines. This
project is highly relevant to the activities of GREENPEG
WP6 and we are happy to have made contact with the Photos :Above: Drag / Ájluokta, looking from Tysfjord ASVO across Dragshamna towards Árran Julesámi Center (pointed roof)
Below: Figure: Ground-based geological exploration among autumn-colours (all photos: Kate Smith)
researchers at Árran Julesámi Center.

Positive community relations are seen as even more
important for these companies in small communities
than for companies elsewhere. Interviews at both The
Quartz Corp and the Arctic Salmon Center (Cermaq
Norway AS) pinpointed company participation within the
community as important for community relations,
including volunteering, joining in with local events, and
facilitating schools talks, visits and collaborations
between the communities and companies. Investment
in local housing helps to address challenges of lack of
housing for employees, and provides work for local
trades people, and language lessons for staff from
abroad, organised by the company and the local
municipality aids integration in the community.
While The Quartz Corp is a long-established business,
(https://www.thequartzcorp.com/drag-no/) employing
many people, the Arctic Salmon Center
(https://www.arcticsalmoncenter.no/) is a relatively
new aquaculture education and tourism-related
development and the interview there highlighted the
importance of community meetings and transparent
dialogue to allow questions to be asked and answered
about the role of the new facility in the area.
I was rather overwhelmed by the kind welcome I
received from everyone I met, and how generous people
were to give me some of their time to talk with me and
help me and the GREENPEG project team learn about the
community, about the important issues in the area and
the role of extractive industry in Hamarøy. What a treat
it was to have the privilege to visit such a beautiful
landscape, especially during the colour-saturated
season of autumn, and also to be welcomed into the
lives of people from different backgrounds and
cultures. As well as learning about the role and
perception of different industries in the region, it was
enriching and fascinating to learn about Sámi and
Norwegian history, language and culture and opened
my eyes to the richness of the communities and the
beauty and complexity of the social and natural context
of our project.
Now our next steps are to transcribe and analyse the
interview recordings to explore and expand upon these
initial impressions to providing an update in the future.

Árran Julesámi Center (Photo: Kate Smith)

GREENPEG at a glance
Many of the raw materials for green energy production can be sourced from lithium-caesiumtantalum (LCT) and niobium-yttrium-fluorine (NYF) pegmatites. Being relatively common in Europe,
pegmatite deposits have the size and grade to especially attract small mining operations. GREENPEG
aims at reducing exploration costs and impact on environment by developing two innovative and
competitive toolsets, including: three new instrumental techniques and devices (piezoelectric sensor,
helicopter-complementary nose stinger magnetometer, drone-borne hyperspectral imaging system),
two new datasets and work flows for prospect scale (<50 km²) and district scale (50-500 km²)
exploration. Validation will be ensured from industry-led trials at locations in Norway, Austria, Ireland,
Finland, Portugal and Spain testing different surface environments, morphology and geological
settings.
• GREENPEG will feed the EU raw materials data base in support of responsible and secure
sourcing and attracting investments.
•

GREENPEG aims to reverse the exploration projects downwards trend in Norway by
reducing the costs to carry out the Environmental and Social Impact Assessments (ESIA),
reduce CO2 emissions by reducing helicopter flying hours.
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Applied remote sensing – how remotely sensed data supports LCT / NYF pegmatite exploration

